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The Affordable Care Act promises to add 32 million Americans to the rolls of the insured at a time when there is a shortage of primary care providers. There is broad consensus that the next phase of reform must slow the growth of health care costs and improve value through payment reforms, including bundling of payments and payments for episodes of care. Some savings will derive from implementation of innovative models of care, such as accountable care organizations, medical homes, transitional care, and community-based care. We believe that if we are to bridge the gap in primary care and establish new approaches to care delivery, all health care providers must be permitted to practice to the fullest extent of their knowledge and competence. This will require establishing a standardized and broadened scope of practice for advanced-practice registered nurses — in particular, nurse practitioners — for all states.

Nurses’ role in primary care has recently received substantial scrutiny, as demand for primary care has increased and nurse practitioners have gained traction with the public. Evidence from many studies indicates that primary care services, such as wellness and prevention services, diagnosis and management of many common uncomplicated acute illnesses, and management of chronic diseases such as diabetes can be provided by nurse practitioners at least as safely and effectively as by physicians. After reviewing the issue, an Institute of Medicine (IOM) panel recently reiterated this conclusion and called for expansion of nurses’ scope of practice in primary care.

Some physicians’ organizations argue that physicians’ longer, more intensive training means that nurse practitioners cannot deliver primary care services that are as high-quality or safe as those of physicians. But physicians’ additional training has not been shown to result in a measurable difference from that of nurse practitioners in the quality of basic primary care services. We are not arguing that nurse practitioners are substitutes for these physicians, but rather that we should consider how primary care services can be more effec-
tively provided to more people with the use of the full primary care workforce.

The critical factors limiting nurse practitioners' capacity to practice to the full extent of their education, training, and competence are state-based regulatory barriers. States vary in terms of what they allow nurse practitioners to do, and this variance appears not to be correlated with performance on any measure of quality or safety. There are no data to suggest that nurse practitioners in states that impose greater restrictions on their practice provide safer and better care than those in less restrictive states or that the role of physicians in less restrictive states has changed or deteriorated.

There is variation in several aspects of practice, including requirements for prescribing privileges, oversight and chart reviews, and the maximum “collaboration ratios” for nurse practitioners working with physicians. In some states, nurses cannot certify home health care visits or stays in skilled nursing facilities or hospice, order durable equipment, admit patients to hospitals without a physician’s supervision or collaborative agreements, or prescribe medications without physician oversight. Nurses tend to move from more restrictive to less restrictive states, and from primary to specialist care, with a resulting loss of access to care for patients. Credentialing and payment are also linked to state regulations: more restrictive states are less likely than those allowing independent practice to credential nurse practitioners as primary care providers.²,³

Sixteen states plus the District of Columbia have already
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liberalized and standardized their scope-of-practice regulations and allow nurse practitioners to practice and prescribe independently (see map). Several other states are reconsidering their laws to allow independent practice and to adopt the Advance Practice Nurse (APRN) Model Act generated by the National Council of State Boards of Nursing. Under such laws, nurse practitioners may practice independently and be accountable “for recognizing limits of knowledge and experience, planning for the management of situations beyond [their] expertise; and for consulting with or referring patients to other health care providers as appropriate.”

The trend toward easing restrictions is propelled by recent reports from several blue-ribbon panels. In addition to the IOM report, which specifically targets regulatory barriers, several policy briefs from other organizations, including the Macy Foundation, support broader scope-of-practice boundaries. One of the largest consumer groups, the AARP (formerly the American Association of Retired Persons), also supports an expanded role for nurse practitioners in primary care.

In addition to the data on the quality of care, the expected dramatic increase in demand for primary care services from Americans with insurance, and the impending shortage of primary care providers, there are several other reasons to relax state regulations. Effective implementation of new delivery models, such as medical homes and accountable care organizations, which would provide chronic disease management and transitional care, requires the establishment of interdisciplinary teams in which nurses provide a range of services, from case management to health and illness management. Such an expanded scope of practice and team-based approaches including nurse practitioners have been shown to improve quality and patient satisfaction and reduce costs at the Veterans Administration Health System, Geisinger Health System, and Kaiser Permanente.²

Reductions in cost associated with broadening nurse practitioners’ scope of practice can be seen elsewhere as well. In U.S. retail clinics, where cost savings have been documented, nurse practitioners provide most of the care. But retail clinics have been slow to expand in states with more restrictive scope-of-practice regulations. Research in Massachusetts shows that using nurse practitioners or physician assistants to their full capacity could save the state $4.2 billion to $8.4 billion over 10 years and that greater use of retail clinics staffed primarily by nurse practitioners could save an additional $6 billion.³

Since nurse practitioners’ education is supported by federal and state funding, we are under-utilizing a valuable government investment. Moreover, nurse practitioner training is the fastest and least expensive way to address the primary care shortage. Between 3 and 12 nurse practitioners can be educated for the price of educating 1 physician, and more quickly.⁴

Despite the robust rationale for broadening nurse practitioners’ scope of practice, key medical organizations oppose the idea. The American Medical Association, the American Osteopathic Association, the American Academy of Pediatrics, and the American Academy of Family Physicians all support requiring direct supervision of nurse practitioners by physicians. As health care reform advances, implementation of payment reforms — including global or bundled team-based payments and medical home-based payments — may ease professional tensions and fears of substitution while enhancing support for an increased scope of nursing practice.

Legal considerations also seem to favor such a trend. The Federal Trade Commission recently evaluated proposed laws in three states and found several whose stringent requirements for physician supervision of nurses might be considered anticompetitive. The agency has also investigated proposed state policies that would protect professional interests rather than consumers.²

This is a critical time to support an expanded, standardized scope of practice for nurses. Economic forces, demographics, the gap between supply and demand, and the promised expansion of care necessitate changes in primary care delivery. A growing shortage of primary care providers seems to ensure that nurses will ultimately be required to practice to their fullest capacity. Fighting the expansion of nurse practitioners’ scope of practice is no longer a defensible strategy. The challenge will be for all health care professionals to embrace these changes and come together to improve U.S. health care.
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On October 5, 2010, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) issued a report in which it recommended that the proportion of nurses in the United States who hold at least a bachelor’s degree be increased from its current level of 50% to 80% by 2020. The education of nurses may seem to be a less pressing matter than providing access to care for millions of uninsured Americans and making care affordable, effective, and safe for all. Yet if we don’t alter the historical patterns of nursing education, the country’s nursing resources will be crippled for the foreseeable future — with repercussions for all those patient-focused goals.

Nursing schools are turning away tens of thousands of qualified applicants because of budget constraints and a worsening faculty shortage. Within the next 10 years, half of nursing-school faculty members will reach retirement age; the anticipated attrition represents a crisis in the making, with potentially far-reaching consequences for the replenishment of the nurse workforce, which is itself on the verge of losing some 500,000 nurses to retirement.

The number of new graduates from nurse-practitioner programs has remained flat, at about 8000 per year, despite rapidly escalating demand. The 80-hour workweek for resident physicians was made possible by teaching hospitals’ hiring of thousands of advanced-practice registered nurses (APRNs). More than 3 million American families annually have received care at some 1100 new retail clinics staffed primarily by APRNs. APRNs have facilitated the large expansion of community health centers since the 1960s, with 7354 sites throughout the country now providing care for more than 16 million people. Nurse anesthetists administer an estimated 30 million anesthetics to patients each year. Moreover, a number of health care reform initiatives are predicated on APRNs’ filling a range of new roles in primary care, prevention, and care coordination.

Why has the graduation rate of APRNs stalled when there are so many good employment opportunities for nurses, and why is there a looming shortage of nursing faculty? The answer is simple, although the solution may not be: to qualify for faculty or APRN positions, most nurses have to return to school after obtaining their basic education and licensure to acquire two or more additional academic degrees — a prospect that is simply not feasible for most practicing nurses.

Approximately 60% of new graduates from associate’s degree programs, 36% from bachelors’ degree programs, and 3% from hospital-sponsored diploma programs. The creation of multiple educational entry points to nursing has been promoted by public policies designed to optimize access to nursing education for a diverse student body, promote wide geographic distribution in supply, and keep costs affordable. But a serious unintended consequence of permitting the majority of new graduates to enter nursing practice with an associate’s degree or less is that too few nurses advance through multiple additional degrees to qualify as faculty or APRNs.

The graph shows the yield of graduate degrees according to the type of basic nursing education received. For every 1000 nurses who initially graduated...